Core Working Group Meeting Notes (15-Nov-2018)

Attendees:

Old Business

- Progress Updates
  - Logistics RE: blackbox tests
    - Combining repos, etc – No progress from my end due to last minute Delhi work and other priorities
    - No changes to Contributor Guidelines either (Trevor)
      - Although, probably won’t really start enforcing this until we get into Edinburgh deliverables in earnest.
  - Decoupling models from Mongo types (PR 779)
    - On outdated Mongo driver, it looks like a community supported fork is available here
      - [https://github.com/globalsign/mgo](https://github.com/globalsign/mgo)
      - Should we investigate an upgrade?
      - If so, I can create an issue to track it. Who will do the work?
    - **Question regarding contract model definitions**
      - We would like to not include empty fields in the JSON serialization of contracts
        - This may be handled somewhat by PR 789
        - Update of RAML (??)
    - **No objection to direction from community**
  - Logging as key/values via GoKit (PR 787)
    - **Tony question – Is it possible to conditionally display fields within the log entry?**
    - **Lenny asked about underlying log provider in GoKit (log-rs? Intel using this)**
    - **Telegraph log parser**
    - **No objection to direction from community**

New Business

- Abstraction Layer for Consul (Issue 797)
• Lenny from Intel volunteered
  • Add to the above list for progress updates

• CBOR?
  • Lenny from Intel volunteered
  • Neely from Intel working on CV
  • Considered higher priority
    ▪ (Jim from Intel assigning resource later this month)
  • Possibly need to re-spin sub-project group
  • https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/FA/Core+Working+Group
    ▪ Contains previous notes on CBOR design and meeting recordings

• **NO MEETING NEXT WEEK DUE TO THANKSGIVING IN US!**